
 

Abstracts 

Representing Time in Ancient Fiction 
BRACHT BRANHAM 

 
It has been over forty years since Ian Watt argued in his persuasive and 
influential book that the novel was a cultural creation of the emerging 
English middle classes and that its salient formal feature was a new, more 
rigorous kind of realism — “formal realism.” By now his thesis has been 
repeatedly criticized on both logical and empirical grounds, but it still 
provides the most common point of reference for discussions of the origins 
of the novel. Watt’s claim that the novel is as uniquely English, at least in its 
origins, as it is distinctively modern in its methods still underlies the most 
ambitious attempts to revise or replace his account. Later refinements on 
Watt’s thesis have traced the novel back to other literary sources and areas of 
culture such as journalism or an assortment of popular and ephemeral forms 
(L.J. Davis, J.P. Hunter, W. B. Warner) or grounded his account more 
thoroughly in the evolution of pre-eighteenth century culture and society (M. 
McKeon). Even those scholars (like Reed and McKeon) who have 
acknowledged the inconvenient fact of novelistic fiction written in other 
languages in earlier centuries have balked at the idea that such fiction 
appears before the time of Cervantes. Now M.A. Doody has come along and 
cut the Gordian knot of origins by annulling the fundamental distinction 
between novelistic and other forms of fiction such as romance. With that old 
can of worms out of the way the history of the novel stretches right back to 
Chariton. What I would like to do here is to sketch an alternative Bakhtinian 
account of the genre that will do justice to the insights underlying the theses 
of both Watt and his critics, namely, that 1) something novel emerged in the 
fiction of the eighteenth century duly reflected in a new terminology (novel 
vs. romance) but that 2) these texts were far from being as unprecedented as 
the English department thesis suggests, since novelistic forms of fiction had 
appeared at least twice before, not only in Renaissance Spain but also in the 
Roman empire. While the varieties of fiction that appeared in the 18th 
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century have become canonical examples of the genre of the novel in 
English, they do have a genealogy that can be traced back to antiquity, which 
illuminates what is distinctive about the novel as a form of discourse as well 
as what is and isn’t distinctively modern about it. As part of this genealogy, 
the ancient examples of novelistic fiction (e.g., Apuleius and Petronius) can 
be systematically or generically distinguished from the heroic romances 
written in Greek. In other words, novelistic fiction has been invented more 
than once and, while its earliest examples are still intimately related to 
romance and other pre-novelistic and oral forms of storytelling, they also 
provide interesting precedents for what have usually been considered some 
of the modern and early modern novel’s distinguishing features—such as 
contemporaneity and certain kinds of realism. 
 

 
‘ … largely fictions …’ 

JAAP-JAN FLINTERMAN 
 
Among the extant works of Aelius Aristides, there are three texts (orr. 2–4) 
that answer the attack by Plato’s Socrates, in the Gorgias, on oratory and on 
the four leading statesmen of fifth-century Athens. This paper focuses on the 
constant harping on the fictional nature of Plato’s dialogues in these so-
called Platonic orations, a portion of the argument that is epitomized in the 
characterization of the dialogues as ‘largely fictions’ (or. 3,586). The paper 
tries to locate Aristides’ observations on this issue within the tradition of 
anti-Platonic polemic, to determine their relationship to theorizing on the 
dialogue form among early-imperial Platonists, and to elucidate the functions 
of this line of reasoning in Aristides’ apologetic strategy. It argues that, for 
Aristides, identifying the dialogues as fictional compositions amounts to 
exposing the dialogue form as a pretence. In addition to clearing the way for 
his own apologetic project and to alerting his audience to the persuasive 
force of Plato’s use of the dialogue form, Aristides thus sharpens the contrast 
between his own way of handling the dispute with Plato and the 
philosopher’s polemical methods. 
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Rhetoric and Irony in Chariton 
KONSTANTIN DOULAMIS 

 
In the Greek novels there seem to be some straightforward connections 
between the style of the novels and contemporary rhetorical teaching, which 
have not yet been explored. The aim of this paper is to show how a 
comparison between examples of amatory rhetoric from the Greek novels 
and contemporary rhetorical treatises can help modern readers in their 
interpretation, by determining the style and tone of erotic discourse in the 
novels in a way that does not just rely on modern, subjective responses. The 
analysis focuses on a monologue from Chariton (namely Callirhoe’s lament, 
3,10,4–8). By correlating the style-markers of the passage with those in 
rhetorical treatises of the period (mainly Demetrius, On Style, and also 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Demosthenes), the article aims to address the 
question of whether this passage was intended to be taken seriously or 
ironically, thus seeking to provide a contemporary basis for determining the 
tone of the erotic speech-making in Chariton. The paper concludes by 
discussing the likely readership and reception of Callirhoe. 
 
 

Power of the Prude 
KATHARINE HAYNES 

 
This paper functions as an attempt to explain the prominence of the heroines 
in the texts of the five canonical Greek Novels of Chariton, Xenophon of 
Ephesos, Achilles Tatius, Longos and Heliodoros. This paper utilises the 
anthropological notion of ‘woman as sign’ to postulate the use of the 
heroines as symbols of the cultural integrity and superiority of the Greek 
elites under the Roman Empire. Comparanda such as early Christian texts 
are introduced to establish the novelistic heroines’ conventionality, and the 
manner in which they act to confirm male subjectivity. Their interactions 
with figures such as the barbarian male demonstrate their countercultural 
tendencies as they appropriate eloquence, the defining characteristic of 
Hellenic male culture, in order to preserve their chastity. Their asymmetrical 
relationship with the deliberately more passive heroes acts to destabilise the 
image of marriage as symbol of political stability; an image routinely 
deployed in Imperial iconography. Rather than prudery, their behaviour is 
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better coded as the subliminally provocative response of the Greek elites to 
Roman ‘domination’. 
 

Clitophon the Moichos 
SAUNDRA SCHWARTZ 

 
The rhetorical qualities of Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Clitophon are often 
noted; this article argues that the novel exhibits an equally legalistic 
orientation. The trials in Ephesus that dominate the novel’s final two books 
are a sustained variation on the trial scene, an important topos in the Greek 
novels. The ambiguous relationship of Clitophon and Melite sets in motion a 
complex legal dilemma. The narrative framework in which the trial scenes 
are embedded allows the reader to assess the ‘truthfulness’ of the inset 
speeches and the efficacy of the law.  
 
 

Religious Narratives and Religious Themes in the 
Novels of Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus 

MARGARET EDSALL  
 
References to religious narratives in the Greek novel elucidate the 
relationship between the novel and religion. Analyses show that Achilles 
Tatius and Heliodorus treat religious themes differently. Heliodorus offers a 
nostalgic view of religion, connected with his edifying reinterpretation of the 
love story, and Achilles Tatius offers an ironical view, connected with his 
“pastiche.” Perhaps religious themes go beyond the boundaries of fiction and 
reassert paganism in a Christianizing world. Ironically, Achilles Tatius’ 
treatment appealed to Christians. On the other hand, Heliodorus’ treatment 
reveals the mind of a pagan about to convert: after writing in reaction to 
Christianity, Heliodorus became Christian. 
 

 
Il corpo nel romanzo di Achille Tazio 
PATRIZIA LIVIABELLA FURIANI  

 
Questo lavoro intende mostrare come il romanzo di Achille Tazio, oltre ad 
attingere alle fonti letterarie e mitologiche di cui si nutre l’immaginario auto-
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riale e collettivo d'età ellenistico-imperiale, affondi le sue radici nella realtà 
storica, tormentata e insicura, lacerata da opposizioni irrisolte (i liberi~gli 
schiavi; i maschi~le femmine; i Greci~i barbari), del tempo in cui visse 
l’Autore.  
 Esso, utilizzando una prospettiva socio-antropologica, prende in esame il 
tema del corpo, che viene analizzato nelle sue ambiguità, prima fra tutte la 
collocazione tra natura e cultura. Il denominatore comune delle modifica-
zioni subite dal corpo è infatti il cambiamento imposto ad esso dalla cultura. 
Questo cambiamento conferisce un’attrattiva in più al mondo romanzesco, in 
quanto consente la sovrapposizione a una realtà prima, trita e banale, di una 
realtà seconda ribelle alle convenzioni umane, parto di una fantasia che sem-
bra delirare, ma che in effetti si nutre della realtà storica, innovatrice e per-
plessa, del tempo in cui visse Achille Tazio. 
  
 

Longus in the Mir Istkusstva 
EDMUND P. CUEVA  

 
In 1958 Marc Chagall was asked to design the scenery for a performance of 
Maurice Ravel’s Daphnis et Chloé, which had been originally presented by 
the Ballet Russe in 1912. It is believed that Chagall had received the 
inspiration for his Opéra de Paris production and for the “color-drenched” 
illustrations of Tériade's Daphnis et Chloé from his trips to Greece with his 
wife Madame Valentina. I argue in this paper that although Chagall was 
thoroughly enthralled by Greece, he nevertheless had been introduced to 
Longus’ novel by his former teacher Léon Bakst while a student at the 
Svanseva School in St. Petersburg. It was Bakst, moreover, who not only 
helped form Chagall’s conception of art and of the novel, but he was also the 
person who had initially designed the scenery for Ravel’s 1912 production. 
Ravel, in fact, had no special attraction to Greek subjects. It is assumed that 
he was familiar with Amyot’s translation and that he was acquainted with the 
artistic illustrations of the novel by Pierre Bonnard and Aristide Maillol. It 
has also been speculated that Ravel may have been inspired more by 
Stéphane Mallarmé’s L’Après-Midi d’un Faune than by Longus in his 
scoring of the ballet. It was mere “coincidence” that Longus became the 
subject of one of Ravel’s most spectacular creations; it had been offered to 
him as a project by Serge Diaghilev, the impresario of the Ballet Russe. 
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The Cinematic Nature of the Opening Scene of Heliodoros’ Aithiopika 
MARTIN M . WINKLER  

 
This paper presents a new approach to Heliodoros’ Aithiopika. To 
demonstrate the cinematic nature of the novel’s opening, its first part 
translates Heliod. 1,1–2 into a film script and discusses the text in analogy to 
modern mystery films and thrillers. It then turns to the opening scenes of two 
famous films, Orson Welles’s Touch of Evil (1958) and Alfred Hitchcock’s 
Psycho (1960). In a close examination of the three opening scenes’ content 
and style, the paper aims to show that Heliodoros, Welles, and Hitchcock all 
share a fundamentally similar approach to drawing their audiences into an 
irresistible mystery. A final part argues that the different account of the 
opening scene given in Book Five of the Aithiopika is analogous to the 
function of flashbacks in film. 
 
 

Keeping Apuleius In The Picture 
PAULA JAMES 

 
This article explores common motifs and narrative strategies which appear in 
the work of the second century CE Latin author, Apuleius, and the twentieth 
century Spanish film director Luis Buñuel. The use of narration to delay 
nutrition is a vital starting point for the comparative analysis. The focus of 
both these ‘texts’ makes them appropriate (though in some senses arbitrary) 
anchors in what could eventually and fruitfully develop into a wide-ranging 
discussion: i.e. the extent and significance of culinary metaphors in literary 
and cinematic narratives within a broad cultural spectrum. Uses and abuses of 
food and food consumption in both Apuleius and Buñuel intensify the bizarre 
atmospheres of the stories. By means of diversionary and supernatural tales 
my chosen storytellers encourage their audiences to embrace credulity and to 
question the reality of appearances and consequently they subvert faith in the 
real world. In their hands magic and the surreal is an experimental strategy for 
producing a deeper insight into custom and society, not so much a message as 
an experience for the reader and the viewer, and one which shakes 
complacency about the solidity of social structures and physical forms. 
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Quis ille Asinus aureus? 
A.P. BITEL 

 
Since the early history of its transmission, not one, but two different titles, 
have been attested for Apuleius’ story of Lucius’ extraordinary adventures: 
Metamorphoses and Asinus aureus. This raises two separate, but related types 
of question: what was the original title which designated Apuleius’ text, and 
what might that title mean? While both received titles have had their 
respective champions, recent scholarship has suggested that the original title 
may have been double; and that it may have referred either to the long ears, or 
to the Sethian aspect, of the asinine protagonist. This paper first surveys and 
extends these lines of enquiry, and then throws several new interpretative balls 
into the air, arguing for chromatic, monetary, metallurgical, and entomological 
readings of the title. These readings are as much a response to Apuleius’ text 
as to his title; for it is the text which dramatises and makes sense of its 
otherwise enigmatic title, even as the title directs the reader’s attention to 
certain motifs in the text which might otherwise have seemed less significant. 
In tracing the different semantic relationships that develop between title and 
text, I shall demonstrate that the meaning of Apuleius’ title is as riddlingly 
elusive and infuriatingly multiple as the identity of the prologue’s ego (quis 
ille?). 
 
 

Apuleius, Aelius Aristides and Religious Autobiography 

S.J. HARRISON 
 
This paper argues that Lucius’ narrative of religious conversion in 
Metamorphoses 11 uses and parodies in its detailed comic presentation of a 
personal religious testament the similar but seriously presented narrative of 
Aelius Aristides’ Sacred Tales. In the familiar tradition of sophistic attacks on 
rivals,  Apuleius is targeting a famous contemporary intellectual and his self-
important self-presentation as a specially privileged religious figure.  Since the 
Sacred Tales were published at some point between A.D. 171 and A.D. 176, 
this relationship between the two texts would give a late date for the 
Metamorphoses.  
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Between Fiction and Reality 
WERNER RIESS 

 
The paper tries to assess the historical authenticity of scenes of violence, 
caused by robbers, in Apuleius’ Metamorphoses. In order to find out how 
reliable these fictional scenes are, the method of cultural cross comparison is 
used to draw a historical tableau with which Apuleius’ text can be compared. 
It is in the very passages where the Golden Ass differs most strikingly from 
reality where Apuleius’ own intentions can be detected. Considerations 
concerning the phenomenon of fictionality, as practised in ancient times, 
lead to the conclusion that the robbers do not only fulfil their traditional 
narrative functions. They have been attributed additional semantic and 
allegorical meanings: As symbols of danger and the dark side of the world, 
they show, at least at the actor-level, how much the world needs redemption. 
 
 

History into fiction 
ROGER BECK 

 
The article explores the creation of certain ‘fictions’ within the cult of 
Mithras during its formative years in the late first century CE. These fictions 
include both mythic narratives about the god and their replication in ritual 
performance. The article argues that, in part, these fictions were generated 
out of historical (or pseudo-historical) stories and fantasies of the Neronian 
age, in particular (1) stories of events in both Italy and the orient culminating 
in the coronation of Tiridates of Armenia by Nero in Rome, and (2) the 
heliomania of the times, focused on, and in some measure orchestrated by, 
the emperor himself. 

 
 

La réception du Roman d’Alexandre à Byzance 
CORINNE JOUANNO 

 
Pseudo-Callisthenes’ popularity is testified by a rich and complex textual 
tradition. A complete cycle of illustrations was probably attached to the 
Romance at an early date; nevertheless, the ascension episode was the only 
one to give rise to extensive iconographic exploitation. Pseudo-Callisthenes’ 
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literary influence was more many-sided, although it has often been 
overestimated: quotations and imitations appear in works which, if of a very 
different character, belong nearly all to popular literature: fictional narrative, 
lives of saints, chronicles – where the Pseudo-Callisthenes was particularly 
influential, in a direct or indirect way. By studying these testimonia, we 
better grasp how much popular each branch of the Romance was, and it 
appears that the oldest recension (a) was not almost completely supplanted 
by subsequent rewritings, as often alleged. 
 
 

‘True Histories’ and ‘Old Wives’ Tales’ 
ROBERT H.F. CARVER 

 
Taking Margaret Anne Doody’s The True Story of the Novel as its point of 
departure, the article argues that it is only by discriminating between 
different manifestations of fiction – by exploring discontinuities as well as 
continuities – that we can hope to disentangle the genealogy of the Novel. 
Following an examination of Renaissance diatribes against medieval 
romance and Milesian tales with a survey of the Menippean, encyclopaedic, 
and epideictic fictions that the Humanists favoured, it concludes that one of 
the main impetuses in the development of the modern Novel was the 
recovery and promotion of Heliodorus’ Aethiopica which allowed romance 
to be redeemed as prose-epic. 
 
 

The Reception and Use of Petronius 
HUGH MCELROY 

 
Petronius’ suicide nearly two thousand years ago does not seem to have 
killed his literary career. In the last thousand years forgeries purporting to be 
the lost portions of the Satyrica have been published and discredited. In 
addition to works purporting to be by the author of the Satyrica numerous 
works whose authors use the name Petronius or themes from his work to 
slander, moralize, satirize, or scandalize have been published each using 
some, often more than one, aspect of Petronius’ life and work as inspiration 
and motivation. From the twelfth-century Petronius Redivivus and the 
libelous Memoirs of the Present Countess of Derby of 1797 to the 1966 
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guide to ‘low-life’ New York, New York Unexpurgated, all of the imitations 
and forgeries explicitly or implicitly show their debt to Petronius through 
choice of subject matter and emphasis. This article examines how each 
imitation or forgery, whether convincing as the work of Nero's Arbiter 
Elegantiae or not, attempts to be ‘Petronian’ and on what criteria some of 
them stand or fall. 


